Adult Championship Minutes
AGM Captiva, Florida
October 19, 2013

- Roll Call
- Summary of 2013 event
  - Great RC
  - Competitors liked qualifier format – combined with another event
  - Issues with pfds and membership
  - Important to get the schedule up and communicated sooner
- Question as to why more invitations were not sent
  - Brief discussion as to why fewer boats qualified
  - Need to increase publicity and notification
- First year in a long time that all participants sailed into the regatta, even if they were invited
  - Con is that sailors have to own a boat to compete
  - Need to make it easier to distinguish who is qualifying and who isn’t
- Work with “host” class to provide additional communication support and avoid scheduling conflict
- Intent of Fort Worth Boat Club to run it in J/22s in the autumn
- Working the J/70s class for 2015; suggested location is the West Coast
- Consensus that 2014 will be stronger because there is no IWKC and events will be scheduled no later than late January.